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Abstract:

Facial rejuvenation strategies follow the indications given 
by the musclecutaneous ptosis, skin trophysm and quality 
of fatty tissue: to this goal we have several surgical strate-
gies, more or less invasive, and medical or dermocosmet-
ic methodologies. All are useful especially in integrated 
treatments, depending on the indications. Compressive 
microvibration consists of a series of rapid vibratory 
movements transmitted to the tissues with a succession 
of “pressure and vibrations”, the mechanical oscillations 
of defined amplitude and frequency (studied on the resis-
tance of the tissue), act in the skin, in subcutaneous, in 
adipose tissue and in muscular structure.

The vibrations are obtained by means of a special “honey-
comb” arrangement of the 55 soft silicone microspheres 
rotating around themselves and causing a pulsed and 
rhythmic movement with different activities.

An our observational study using “EVA microvibration 
therapy” has shown interesting results in the correction 
of skin aging’s signs, demonstrating his action in reduc-
tion of wrinkles for superficial dermoepidermal micro-
scrubbing, increasing skin brightness and reducing pig-
mentation for improvement of the interstitial matrix’s 
oxygenation.

In association to this not invasive methodologie for skin 
aging we can use, with good results and very little com-
plications, interesting integrated methodologies, as Endo 
Laser Lift, using a150 microns endolaser microfibra to 
realize a net of energy into the tissues, and different ab-
sorbable Tractions Threads to reposition face tissues in 
their best morphofunctional position. This integrated 
strategy provides us for an interesting and progressive re-

juvenation of all tissues, following the rules of regenerative 
medicine.
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